


WHAT DO OBJECTS DO WHEN 
NO FORCE IS ACTING ON THEM 
??????

A Historical 
Overview
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Aristotle (384 -322 B.C.) :

objects would seek their natural resting places: apple on 
the ground and smoke high in the air like the clouds.

of CELESTIAL objects (Moon, planets, stars, Sun) 
was circular - without beginning or end.

no need for gravity to explain this motion – it is JUST 
NATURAL – what a life for physics students!!!!

of TERRESTRIAL bodies (apple, smoke, you) was
     for light things to rise up and heavy things to fall

was imposed motion – result of forces that pushed or pulled.

Important: violent motion had an external cause, it was not natural to the objects



THOUGHT FOR NEARLY 2000 YEARS: IF AN OBJECT WAS MOVING, IT IS 
AGAINST ITS NATURE AND THE FORCE OF SOME KIND WAS 

RESPONSIBLE. 

NO FORCE – NO MOTION, 
No wonder that most thinkers before the 16th century consider it obvious 

that the Earth must be in its natural resting place and assumed that the 
force large enough to move it was unthinkable, it was clear that Earth did not 

move.          

Conclusion: EARTH is THE CENTER OF UNIVERSE

And in this intellectual climate of the 15th century Nicolaus Copernicus 
(1473-1543) formulated, in secret to escape persecution, his famous 

HELIOCENTRIC THEORY – idea that was extremely controversial at the time 
- the Earth is just a small planet and together with other planets circle 

around Sun. 

Only in the final days of his life he sent his ideas to the printer. The first 
copy of his work, De Revolutionibus, reached him on the day of his death.
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Lets look at animated model of solar system and universe in 
general 
Remember when we talked about speed of our Earth:

• 0.4 km/s  (0.25 mi/s)  rotating around the center of the Earth 
• 30 km/s relative to the Sun
•  at about 250 km/s relative to the center of our galaxy
•  together with the whole galaxy at 600 km/s (1.34 million mi/h) 
    in the direction of the constellation Hydra.). 

Here is a wonderful animation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jHsq36_NTU

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0jHsq36_NTU


One of his most outspoken supporters was Galileo Galilei, the foremost scientist of 
late-Renaissance Italy. 

It took the genius of Galileo to claim that NO FORCE is needed to keep an object in 
the motion (straight-line, constant speed)

Galileo argued (brainstorm – just pure thought – no experimental 
proof) that forces only CHANGE THE MOTION, not cause the motion 
Left alone the things would travel in a straight line with constant 
speed forever. It is the force of friction that slows them down.

Aristotle: It is the nature of the ball to come to rest.

Galileo: In the absence of friction the ball would keep on moving.              
    No force needed to maintain the motion. The force changes the motion – 
velocity. 

Every object resists change to its state of motion/velocity. To 
change it, the force must act on it. We call this resistance 

INERTIA.



Aristotle’s views of motion were 
discredited almost 400 years ago.  
So why do we still tend to follow his 
thinking about motion?



On Christmas day in the year Galileo 
died

By the age of 24 he gave the 
world his famous three laws of 

motion.

Isaac Newton (1642-1727) was 
born.

Together, Galileo and Newton discredited the 
Aristotelian view of motion and developed the theories 
that still form the basis of mechanics today.  

Forces throughout History

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~jbourj/images/money/galileo12.jpg


Before we talk about force, let us 
introduce inertia, mass and weight. 



Inertia is resistance an object has to a change of velocity.
               • sort of laziness             (inerzia – laziness in Italian)

Mass  is numerical measure of the inertia of a body
              • more mass – harder change of velocity
             is a measure of the amount of matter in the object 
              • depends only on the number and kind of atoms in it. 
              • doesn’t depend on the location of the object  
              • If the object has mass of 1 kg here on earth it would have the mass 
                     of 1 kg on the moon, but it would weigh only one-sixth as much.

Weight is the gravitational force acting on an object. 
              • acting straight down toward the center of the earth (moon …) 
              • depends on the location of the object. 
              • depends on its mass and acceleration due to gravity:   

                  W = mg                                                  unit: 1 N

 unit: 1 kg



• An interaction between two objects involving a push or a 
pull

• Causes objects to accelerate

NOTE:  ALL forces are INTERACTIONS between 2 
objects
   

Forces are vector quantities, having both direction and 
magnitude.

 unit:  Newton (N) = kg m/s2

 1 N is the force that causes a 1-kg object to accelerate 1 m/s2. 

Forces



   The net force – resultant force 
is the vector sum of all forces acting on ONE 

object. 

Applied forces                              Net force

the object accelerates as if only one force – net force is 
applied

Fnet  or  ΣF



Check your understanding



Galileo’s Law of inertia

 if ΣF = 0,  a = 0 → no change in velocity, then

An object continues in motion in a straight line at constant 
speed or at rest unless acted upon by a net external force." 

"How many ways can you state Newton's First Law?"

Remember: net force (sum of all forces acting on an 
object) 
causes acceleration /change in velocity of that object

BIG IDEA 1:  Zero NET force means no acceleration / no 
change in velocity.  Balanced forces will not cause 
acceleration.

BIG IDEA 2:  An object is in equilibrium (i.e. it has zero net 
force) whenever it has constant velocity (including constant 
velocity of 0). 

http://www.batesville.k12.in.us/Physics/PhyNet/Mechanics/Newton1/HowManyWays.html
http://www.batesville.k12.in.us/physics/PhyNet/Mechanics/Newton1/HowManyWays.html


 Definition: 

If the net force acting on an object is zero, the speed and 
direction of the motion will not change (the object won’t 
accelerate). If it was at rest it will stay at rest, and if it was in 
motion it will continue the motion with constant velocity (in the 
straight line at constant speed) .

 
We say the object is in EQUILIBRIUM.

Translational 
equilibrium



   Since velocity is constant, the body is in translational 
equilibrium:

2. object is moving at 3 m/s in a straight line.  

    Two forces are acting on it. Find 

- which means that the object’s acceleration is zero 
- therefore net force is zero

   
            

●   F = 8N, 00

how to apply concept of translational 
equilibrium:

   1. Two forces are acting on a body. Describe the motion of the body.                                
                  Since the net force on this body is  zero, it is in equilibrium:

   - which means that the object is not accelerating 
                 - the body is either at rest, or is moving with a constant velocity 

8 
N

8 N       8 N 

 

equilibrium math:

 



Six force are acting on an object. What can 
you tell about the motion of that object? Is it 

at rest? Is it moving? If it is moving, how?



The tendency of moving objects to continue in motion 
can have very unpleasant consequences.

Seat belts: Passenger and the vehicle share the same destiny. 
                   The seat belt provides the force to keep the driver 
                   from moving out of the position

No seat belts: The passengers maintain their state of motion 
unless
                         there is a force strong enough to stop them. 
                         The passengers can become projectiles and 
                         continue in projectile-like motion.



In a car accident, the safest place to be is in the car; yet in a 
motorcycle accident, the worst place to be is on the 

motorcycle.

Car: Wear your seat belt. 
        Remember it's the law 
          - the law of inertia.

Law of inertia would 
safe you from sharing 
the fate of the 
motorcycle itself .



No functioning straps: the ladder in motion 
would continue in motion. Assuming a negligible 

friction between the truck and the ladder, the 
ladder would slide off the top becoming a 

projectile. 



Imagine you have two baskets of strawberries.  You place 
one on the passenger seat of the car, near the car door.  
The other you forget on top of the car.  Oops! 

You then drive out of the parking lot, turning at a constant 
speed.  
What happens to each basket of strawberries, and why?

Although the car accelerates (changes direction!) , the 
baskets will tend to continue in the same straight line 
motion unless a force stops them.  



∙ greater mass 
   – greater inertia 
(laziness) 
    – smaller acceleration
∙ more force 

   – greater acceleration 

The acceleration of an object produced by a net force on 
that object is directly proportional to the net force applied, 

and inversely proportional to the mass of the object.
Direction of the acceleration is in the direction of the net 

force,

If net force is zero, acceleration is zero, 
velocity is constant (or zero). 

The object is in translational equilibrium.

 



Even Spiderman has the weight, 
right?
Pulling him downward.
what propels him upward? 

His muscles?  Hm…. No!!!!!! 

Just imagine Spiderman 
hanging on a rope. 

Can his muscles help him to 
climb up into the thin air?????

To understand what propels us 
forward ( or,  if someone choses 
backward) we’ll introduce third 
Newton’s law and come back to this 
problem later.



In every interaction, the forces always occur  only in 
pairs, BUT these forces act on two different bodies. 

 Common definition:                                   
 - to every action there is an equal and opposite reaction
is very dangerous, so please do not use it. It is not defined 
what is action and what is reaction, so it looks as if we  were 
talking about one body, but that’s not true.
These forces act on different bodies. 

Whenever object A exerts a force on object B, object B 
exerts an equal in magnitude and   

    opposite in direction force on object A.

YOU  CAN’T 
TOUCH WITHOUT  
BEING  TOUCHED



You push the water backward, 
the water pushes you forward.



action: tire pushes road
reaction: road pushes 

tire

action: foot pushes the ground
reaction: the ground pushes the foot that 
propels the turtle forward



action: cannon pushes the cannonball
reaction: cannonball pushes the cannon (recoil)
The same force F (opposite direction), BUT

cannonball: 

cannon:

a   = 
F
m

a   = 
Fm



action: earth attracts ball  
          a = F/m = 9.80 m/s2

reaction: ball attracts earth 
             aE = F/ME  ≈  0

https://www.rankers.co.nz/experiences/2850-Hawdon_Shelter_Camping_Ground_Arthurs_Pass/photos?experience_image_id=10255


Koka, the clever horse, taught physics by Ms. Cooper says: 

You taught me Newton's third law: 
to every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.  

Please help me! 
Why don’t action and reaction forces cancel? Should I find 

myself a less educated horse, or should I teach better? 

It says that if I pull on the wagon, the wagon pulls me 
back. If these two forces are equal and opposite, they 
will cancel, so that the net force is zero, right? 
So the wagon can never move! Since it is at rest, it 
must always remain at rest! Get over here and unhitch 
me, since I have just proven that Newton's law says 
that it is impossible for a horse to pull a wagon! 



Only the forces that act on the same object can cancel.
 
Koka:   when the ground pushes forward on the horse harder than the cart pulls 
backward Koka accelerate  forward. (Fnet = F1

’ – F2
’ > 0)

Cart : accelerates forward when horse force is  greater  the frictional force

When we want to find acceleration of one body we have to find all forces 
acting on that  particular body.



Forces between roller-skaters

If one skater pushes another, 
they both feel a force. 

The forces must be equal and 
opposite, but the acceleration 
will be different since they 
have different masses.

The person with a smaller mass 
will gain the greater velocity.



A roller-skater pushes off from a wall

The force on the girl 
causes her to accelerate 

backwards.

The mass of the wall is so large compared to 
the girl’s mass that the force on it does not 

effectively cause any acceleration.



It looks unbelievable but it is true. 

when they clinch forces are equal – you would expect that
when they clinch forces are equal – would you expect that?



Sudden acceleration can kill

again, the same force but different acceleration

Our organs are not firmly attached to anything. 

When head is hit it gains acceleration. But the brain was not hit. 

It continues with the same velocity. Skull and brain crash!!!!!

http://hankandwillie.files.wordpress.com/2007/09/windshield.jpg
http://logicwax.googlepages.com/brain_150.gif


again, the same force but different acceleration



So what propels him upward?
Upward force  exerted by the WALL !!!!
Friction force!!!!!
He is pushing wall downwards and the wall is …..

 

 

 



1. How many horizontal forces are acting on the person?
      Label them

2.  Draw free body diagram for the cart?



 End of Day 1


